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pack of hounds may be s satisfactory If
merely the killing of them is desired
but it certainly is no sport and deserves not even to be ranked with trap ¬
ping bears as in the latter case the
hunter must possess at least some
knowledge of the quarrys habitat and
habits Unlike a fox a bear when
once found by the hounds stands no
chance whatever of escaping and
there would be just as much sport in
shooting the animals in a park or pen
as to kill a run to bay bear And
while this truth applies to mountain
lions also there is not even the ex ¬
cuse of the animals destructiveness
which is applicable as far as the lat ¬
ter is concerned Field and Stream
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class of which mirrors

be cast
windows and such things are
dft is prepared from the whitest
broken plate glass soda a small
tmtot manganese and cobalt
The glass when perfectly
tea is poured upon an iron table
the size required and the thickness
regulated by a strip of iron placed
each of the four sides of the
Immediately utter It is poured
the molten substance Is flattened
ym by an iron roller which lowers
glass to the thickness of the strips
the sides It is then annealed or
pered for several days after which
Is ground perfectly level and polished
transparent brilliancy The first
late glass was made in 1GSS at St
icardy France where the proce
a 8 found out by an accident as soany other tmportoltmethods in
been
mfacture
eyes
to see the accl
were
there
here
its and minds to apply them or the
ons they taught to the advance of
rt CK industry
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The Poodle

Why is a poodle so called Some
Probably the natural an ¬
one says
swer would recall the old lady who
said that no credit could be givento Adam for naming the pig since
anybody would have known what to
call it Poodle seems so obvious a
name for this dog And in fact this
is not far from the truth about the
origin of the word It is quite recentin English not being found before 1
I 1SG4
apparently
It is the German
comes
from the Low
pudel
which
The Irl k Bull In Journallmo
and the
waddle
to
pudeln
German
Of n well known reporter of a past dog must have been so called as Skeat
generation many curiosities of style- says either because he waddles after
Are still repeated with zest by Dublin his master or because he looks fat and
journalists It was this man who ex- ¬ clumsy oa account of his thick hair
plained describing a case of drownIng oft Dalkey The body was washed
Coldness of Ice
Lahore by a receding wave
Of a fuIt seems strange to think that some
gitive from Justice be wrote
The ice Is colder than other ice The term
burglar was surrounded on all sides by
ice cold always seems to signify a
the police Escape was impossible
definite temperature AU water under
Suddenly he made his way down a similar conditions freezes at a certain
culdesac and disappeared through a definite temperature But when the
side street The most popular story- thermometer falls below that it con ¬
of this impressionist writer however tinues to affect the ice making it hard- ¬
relates to Mr Gladstone On the er and colder The test has been made
Grand Old Mans one and only visit to by placing a piece of ice from the
Dublin he was Interviewed by the ec-¬ north and a piece of ice formed in the
centric press man Mr Gladstone at vicinity of New York near a stove to¬
the conclusion of a somewhat amusing gether The former took much longerarray of questions very courteously to melt than the latterNew York
expressed his pleasure at meeting the Tribune
interviewer The latter In a high state
The Oldest Sense of Rumor
I
of delight said with enthusiasm The
The oldest Idea of humor is surprise
pleasure is mutual Mr Gladstone but
This the child exhibits for that whichIs all on my side
London Tribune
is oldest we shall find in the youngest
Towm Without Horses or Wheels
when It hides and cries Boo both
The town of Funchal In the Ma- ¬ surprising and frightening Its senior be
1
deira Islands is a town with no horses this senior father mother brother sis
and no wheeled vehicles In traveling ter or friend One may find this primal
about one either drives in a sledge or sense of humor distributed through the
is carried in a hammock The streets modem short story
Frequently the
and adjacent roads are paved with turn in the plot if not in its developsmall and curiously smooth cobble ¬ ment hinges upon this child humor of
stones and from the first it was found I surprise
Even some grownup folk
that runners were better than wheels will pull a chair from under one thus
both for speed and comfort For In- showing themselves still children In
stance when you come to a hill the their sense of fun The verbal conceit
oxen draw your sled to the top and found In much of the verse in the
are then unhitched Your driver then pages of modern comic papers is of
proceeds to toboggan your conveyance this same class of humor and furnishes
gently down the other side while the conclusive evidence that a number of
team trots on behind Horses are not I men and women are at childs play in
available in Funchal as the nature of literature Poems which end contrary
the cobblestone roads would soon ruin I to their foreshadowlngs are of this sort 71
New York Herald
their feet This Is why the ox with
31his flexible hoof is the draft animal of
A Carious Custom
Funchal
For expeditions into the
country the hammock is used This is I In certain parts of India In families N
slung on a pole carried on the tfioul where there are several daughters the
I
ders of two men and is perhaps the youngest sisters may only marry after 1
most comfortable conveyance in the the elder sister is married Of courseworldno jar and no need to guide it it frequently happens that no suitor
appears for the elder in which case
she is got out of the way by a very
A CUT on the Cliffs
1
Precisely why the town of Bonifacio neat expedient She is wedded to a
tree
or
a
large flower and then the
in Corsica Is built to the sheer edgeof the cliff which forms the sea front ¬ younger sister may marry The elder
1
age of that part of the island is a ques- ¬ j sister must be careful however to
tion always asked by the traveler who choose a plum apple or apricot tree
views Bonifacio for the first time and from which she can ict a uivoree lor
he reiterates his question when be ob- ¬ I if she married an din pine or poplar
serves upon visiting the environs of these are sacred trees and must not be
the place that there is plenty of room I trifled with
for the town to have spread out in an
litUatalai
inland direction The early Corsican
apparently thought that farm land wa- s me Arc you sure the sick man wanted
i
worth more than city real estate and his bat-asked the pliyskrifm reaching for
so crowded their dwellings to the dizzy
He didnt mention your name but
edge of their 200 foot precipice Ones I
screamm for some one thatll put
hes
first Impression is that these houses
him
out of his misery cull I thought
with their walls on a vertical plane
you right away
of
Houston Post
with the cUff were purposely so situ
i
ated that the body of a victim of a
Oiilirt
Wait
dark vendetta murder might be conWire you frightened when you
veniently dropped out of the window arose
to make your first sp lch 1
into the sea beneath with no one the
1i
bat
shoukl frislitiii uwt
The
wiser Certainly there Is a suggestion I
audietue
Tin audience left as soon
of romance and mystery In the aspect- as my
name was announced
of the town It forms at any rate ono
<
of the oddest sky lines In the world
A Iliipclwt Case
j
I am in favor of spelling reform
Bear Ilnntin
Glad to
it Come around and
Bear hunting with the assistance of j give my
a few points
slenarapticr
guides supplied with a well trained wont you
71
Philadelphia Ledger
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NOW HAVE ON EXHIBITION
in our show windows

PAIR UANDP AINTfD

DRSDN VAStS
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CHOCOLATE SET IN CASE

HANDPAINTED PUNCH BOWL

goods are the finest importations
These China obtainable and will be given k
away free of charge to the person or per
sons holding the lucky numbers
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and continuing until Dec 24 we will give
with each CASH PURCHASE of 25c
one coupon ticket which will
entitle the holder to a
chance on these
beautiful
prizes
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S TO WHAT THE LUCKY NUM
hers are we do not know and will not know until the 24th day of December when we expect
to get t
a telegram fromthe house from whom we bought
these goods telling us what the three lucky
a
numUrl
are This telegram will then be placed in our
window
s
so that every one may see just
what numbers win
the prizes
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SURRNcY1 cSseoHg
Grade Grocers

SUWANNEE BAKERY

<

Bread Cake Pies Etc
Cakes made special to order
Cream Bread a
Specialty
Bros Broome
Turbeville
Surrency Powers and G W Townsend
handle
our bread and no others
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